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Shared Sub-Network with Stacked Convolution Layers With this
modified triplet ranking loss function (1), the input to the proposed deep
architecture are triplets of images, i.e., {(Ii , Ii+ , Ii− )}ni=1 , in which Ii is more
similar to Ii+ than to Ii− (i = 1, 2, ...n). As shown in Figure , we propose
to use a shared sub-network with a stack of convolution layers to automatically learn a unified representation of the input images. Through this subnetwork, an input triplet (I, I + , I − ) is encoded to a triplet of intermediate
image features (x, x+ , x− ), where x, x+ , x− are vectors with the same dimension.
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In this paper, we focus on learning-based hashing, an emerging stream of
hash methods that learn similarity-preserving hash functions to encode input
data points (e.g., images) into binary codes.
Many learning-based hashing methods have been proposed, e.g., [3, 5].
The existing learning-based hashing methods can be categorized into unsupervised and supervised methods, based on whether supervised information
(e.g., similarities or dissimilarities on data points) is involved. Compact bitwise representations are advantageous for improving the efficiency in both
storage and search speed, particularly in big data applications. Compared
to unsupervised methods, supervised methods usually embed the input data
points into compact hash codes with fewer bits, with the help of supervised
information.
In the pipelines of most existing hashing methods for images, each input image is firstly represented by a vector of traditional hand-crafted visual
descriptors (e.g., GIST, HOG), followed by separate projection and quantization steps to encode this vector into a binary code. However, such fixed
hand-crafted visual features may not be optimally compatible with the coding process. In other words, a pair of semantically similar/dissimilar images
may not have feature vectors with relatively small/large Euclidean distance.
Ideally, it is expected that an image feature representation can sufficiently
preserve the image similarities, which can be learned during the hash learning process. Very recently, Xia et al. [5] proposed CNNH, a supervised
hashing method in which the learning process is decomposed into a stage
of learning approximate hash codes from the supervised information, followed by a stage of simultaneously learning hash functions and image representations based on the learned approximate hash codes. However, in this
two-stage method, the learned approximate hash codes are used to guide
the learning of the image representation, but the learned image representation cannot give feedback for learning better approximate hash codes. This
one-way interaction thus still has limitations.
In this paper, we propose a “one-stage” supervised hashing method via
a deep architecture that maps input images to binary codes. As shown
in Figure , the proposed deep architecture has three building blocks: 1)
shared stacked convolution layers to capture a useful image representation,
2) divide-and-encode modules to divide intermediate image features into
multiple branches, with each branch corresponding to one hash bit, (3) a
triplet ranking loss [4] designed to preserve relative similarities.
Triplet Ranking Loss and Optimization In the proposed deep architecture, we propose to use a variant of the triplet ranking loss in [4] to
preserve the relative similarities of images. Specifically, given the training
triplets of images in the form of (I, I + , I − ) in which I is more similar to I +
than to I − , the goal is to find a mapping F(.) such that the binary code F(I)
is closer to F(I + ) than to F(I − ). Accordingly, the triplet ranking hinge loss
is defined by
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed deep architecture for hashing. The input to the proposed architecture is in the form of triplets, i.e., (I, I + , I − ) with
a query image I being more similar to an image I + than to another image I − .
Through the proposed architecture, the image triplets are first encoded into
a triplet of image feature vectors by a shared stack of multiple convolution
layers. Then, each image feature vector in the triplet is converted to a hash
code by a divide-and-encode module. After that, these hash codes are used
in a triplet ranking loss that aims to preserve relative similarities on images.
In this sub-network, we adopt the architecture of Network in Network [2]
as our basic framework, where we insert convolution layers with 1 × 1 filters after some convolution layers with filters of a larger receptive field.
These 1 × 1 convolution filters can be regarded as a linear transformation
of their input channels (followed by rectification non-linearity). As suggested in [2], we use an average-pooling layer as the output layer of this
sub-network, to replace the fully-connected layer(s) used in traditional architectures (e.g., [1]).
Divide-and-Encode Module After obtaining intermediate image features from the shared sub-network with stacked convolution layers, we propose a divide-and-encode module to map these image features to approximate hash codes. We assume each target hash code has q bits. Then the
outputs of the shared sub-network are designed to be 50q. The proposed
divide-and-encode module firstly divides the input intermediate features into
q slices with equal length. Then each slice is mapped to one dimension by
a fully-connected layer, followed by a sigmoid activation function that restricts the output value in the range [0, 1], and a piece-wise threshold function to encourage the output of binary hash bits. After that, the q output hash
bits are concatenated to be a q-bit (approximate) code.
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